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OTT Viewing
Platforms
There has never been a better time to be a
viewer. The variety of options for over-thetop (OTT) platform subscriptions is raising
the bar for service quality and assortment.
Understanding subscriber preferences,
willingness to pay and likelihood of switching
can be the secret sauce to staying a step
ahead of the competition.
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Almost

50%

spend 1-3 hours daily
watching content
online

SGA conducted a survey of over
1,500 viewers of digital content
across the US to better understand
these aspects.
Top 3 genres of content

Comedy

Documentaries

Drama

67%

54%

65%

Choosing what to watch
Top 3 reasons for choosing a platform

51%

Original
productions

51% subscription cost
Affordable

43% added

New movie

With many free options to watch, what really drives a viewer to pay for a
subscription? SGA’s research reveals that of the paid viewers (66%) the
top three reasons for choosing a platform are its original productions,
affordable subscription cost, and regular addition of new movies to
the library. It’s no surprise then that the market leaders with the highest
number of subscribers Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu are heavily investing
in original productions and acquiring digital broadcast rights of the
latest movies . A significant portion of Amazon Prime subscribers
belong to older age groups, while Netflix has a subscriber base among
Gen Zs and Millennials. When asked to rate the highest on value
for money and quality and variety of content Netflix led across age
groups, though Amazon Prime competes well with Netflix among Baby
Boomers.

Top 3 most subscribed platforms
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80%

62%

35%

Generation Z

93%

50%

27%

Millennials

83%

64%

37%

Generation X

78%

63%

40%

Baby Boomers

65%

63%

30%
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Meeting subscriber
expectations

34%

Content variety (Foreign
language/International)

20%

In order to ensure that viewers stay loyal to the platform, tracking what’s
Ease of content search
not working for them can improve retention rates. Many subscribers have
stated difficult to search for content as a common dislike for viewing
platforms, particularly among Gen X viewers (24%) as compared to
Millenials (17%) and Gen Z (17%). Subscribers also feel like they don’t
Video buffering
have enough variety to watch, which can be attributed to the type of
content younger viewers are looking for. A leading genre of content
preferred by younger generations is international or foreign language
content with over 50% Millennials mentioning this as one of their top preferred categories.
Despite some hindrances, most platforms have a seemingly satisfied customer base with
over 87% not looking to discontinue any of their existing subscriptions.

15%

Top 3 reasons to unsubscribe

27%
Customer service

21%
21%
Bundled service
Frequent technical glitches

13%

consider moving away
from current subscription

Emerging platforms
Disney + has attracted viewer interest in
the short time that it has been around,
with 25% of paid viewers subscribing to
the platform. Households with children
under 18 are the primary viewership
base for Disney + accounting for 40%,
while the same is lesser for Netflix and
Amazon at 30% of viewer base. YouTube
Premium is another such service which
viewers are increasingly agreeing to pay.
Though YouTube Premium offers ad-free
content, YouTube originals among other
benefits the primary driving factor for
its growth is the wide audience base of
YouTube as a free platform which is the
highest across all platforms (86% of total
digital viewer base in the US).

Key emerging platforms subscribed by viewers

25%

15%

10%

7%

CBS All Access has been around since 2014 but has in recent months broken its own sign-up records this year,
and gained 15% of paid viewership in the US. Some of the key drivers of their success have been assortment (new
Star Trek series, Picard) and telecast of major live events like the Grammys. With the proportion of cord cutters
rising fast OTT platform services including live event telecast for news, sports, and entertainment events can attract
interest from viewers who no longer have access to cable TV.
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What will make free
viewers pay?
For OTT platforms there is an untapped market of viewers who don’t yet
pay for any service, accounting for about a third of all digital viewership.
Understanding what they really dislike in the free content viewing
experience holds the key for a possible conversion to premium services.

About

30%

who do not subscribe watch
less than an hour of content in
a day, as compared to only 7%
of paid subscribers.

Primary dislikes about free
platforms:

68%
Slow
streaming 25%
Too many
ads

Lack of moderated
content

24%

Customized pricing
Some viewers reveal that they would agree to pay a lesser monthly fee for
reduced offerings. This is a strategy adopted by CBS All Access wherein
a subscription with ads costs $5.99/month and $9.99 without ads. SGA’s
research also reveals that viewers who don’t subscribe spend much lesser
time watching content. Therefore in order to increase chances of free viewers
paying for their first subscription, they would need to be lured with popular
content and subsidized plans.

Demographic targeting
Comedy being the most popular choice particularly for
households with children under 18 (over 80% mention comedy
as a top genre) can be leveraged to drive adoption. A higher
proportion of non-subscribers also belong to the older
demographic, with over 34% being Baby Boomers. Diversifying
content that appeals to older groups and also including live
news, sports events to the assortment is likely to raise chances
of conversion. Likelihood to subscribe also varies by area, while
over 70% of content viewers in suburban and urban US are paid
subscribers, the ratio of paid vs. free is about almost equal in
rural areas. Bundled services with the local ISPs would help put
a foot in the door for OTT platforms to gain a large rural viewer
base.

Paid subscription

Free subscription

Urban / Suburban

70%
50%

v/s
Rural
v/s

30%
50%

Way forward for OTT platforms
The market for OTT video streaming services is rapidly becoming the most competitive area of business
in the media and entertainment industry. Despite many large companies entering the space, Netflix still
holds the first mover advantage. The Netflix brand has blended in to culture and lifestyle like no other.
Working towards gaining a higher viewing time share through personalized content suggestions and
growing subscriber base by partnering with telecom companies are some steps already underway.
Staying in touch with the pulse of customers through customer research and analytics will be crucial for
streaming platforms on the path of continued growth. Most paying viewers subscribe to 3-4 platforms
on average and this number is likely to increase further with growing interest for new platforms. Despite
the apparent saturation, Apple TV + managed to gain the interest of about 10% paid subscribers
according to SGA’s survey. This shows that there is still lot of room for more if the customer acquisition
strategy is fueled by insights and data.
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Research,
Consulting,
Analytics.

New York | Seattle | Austin |
London | Zurich | Pune | Hyderabad

About SG Analytics
SG Analytics is one of the leading research and analytics companies to offer of data-centric research and contextual
analytics services. With its presence in the US, the UK, Switzerland, and India, SG Analytics offers research and
analytics services its customers across the globe. Awarded the ‘Regional Best Employer’ by the World HRD Congress
for straight three years – 2016, 2017, and 2018, SG Analytics’ collegial atmosphere and knowledge-based ecosystem
help to consistently meet and exceed customer expectations.

For further information, please visit our website: sganalytics.com
Join the conversation
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